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Mitochondria, Aging, and Metabolism  (Source: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0005272810000058) 

 
Aristotle believed that we possess a finite amount of some “vital substance.” When that substance 
is consumed, we die. In essence, people recognized that things wear out when we use them and if 
we use them a lot they will not last as long. Some philosophers even argued that each person had 
only a finite, predetermined number of breaths or heartbeats and that once they were used, death 
ensued. Until recently many people believed this to be true, especially after it was supported by 
celebrities like Neil Armstrong, an American astronaut and the first man on the moon, who said: “I 
believe every human has a finite number of heartbeats. I don't intend to waste any of mine by running around doing 
exercises”. In the 20th century, scientists proposed a new twist on this old theory: energy consumption limits longevity. In 
other words, an organism's metabolic rate determines its lifespan.  
 
Metabolic rate refers to the amount of energy that is used by an organism to maintain life processes.  On a cellular level, 
the mitochondria use oxygen to convert food (glucose) to an energy storing molecule called adenosine triphosphate, or 
just ATP.   This process is called cellular respiration.  The ATP produced in this reaction  is then used by the cell to 
maintain homeostasis and ensure that the cell and body function normally.  Ultimately, without this supply of energy, the 
cell dies and not long after oxygen deprivation, the animal dies too.  
 
Mitochondria are unique in that they are the only organelle in animal cells that possess their own DNA, separate from the 
DNA in the cell nucleus.  When a cell divides, the mitochondria divide independently, and new mitochondria are passed to 
the new cells.  With each cell division, there is a potential that the new organelles may contain one or more mutations.  
 
Evidence shows that as we age, the mitochondria  become larger and less numerous, sometimes they even develop 
abnormalities with their structure.  Experimental evidence in the mouse has linked increased levels of mtDNA mutations to 
a variety of age related changes, such as osteoporosis, hair loss, graying of the hair, weight reduction, and decreased 
fertility. 
 
____ 1.  Underline the sentence in the first paragraph that establishes the purpose of this article.   Which of the following 
most closely matches the writer’s purpose? 

a)  to make a case against exercise  b)  to show how life span is related to metabolism  
c)  to explain how the mitochondria harvest energy d) to outline the steps of energy consumption 

 
____ 2.  Harvesting energy and converting it to ATP is the job of what organelle? 

a) glucose b) DNA c) mitochondria d) lysosomes 
 
____ 3.   Based on the introductory paragraph, Neil Armstrong was an astronaut who: 

a) didn’t like exercise b) followed the teaching of Aristotle   c)  understood how cells work   d) became a scientist 
 
____ 4.  Unlike other cell parts, mitochondria can accumulate mutations with every cell division.  Why is this? 

a)  mitochondria are fragile b)  mitochondria are susceptible to toxins 
c) mitochondria exist outside of the cell’s nucleus d) mitochondria have their own DNA  

 
____ 5.  A cell that has non-functioning or fewer mitochondria would most likely: 

a) have difficulty digesting food           b)  produce less ATP           c)  develop more mutations               d) divide 
 
_____6.  Cellular respiration refers to a process where energy is harvested from glucose or food. What 
environmental component is necessary for this process to occur?   Place a star next to the section that answers 
this question.      a)  water         b)  carbon           c)  oxygen           d) mtDNA 
 
_____7.   You could extrapolate from this article that if you eliminated mutations in mitochondria, you could  
           a)  stop aging b) increase your metabolism          c) eliminate disease                d) regenerate cells 
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